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Where's your road?



UPCOMING 
EVENTS

Attend our Annual MPI BC Chapter Schmooze and Showcase and kick your MPI-Mojo into 

overdrive! 

From energizing meditation to networking tips from top industry experts, to a cocktail 

reception and showcase, this will be an event that you won’t want to miss!  

Planners: The Sutton Place Hotel Vancouver is generously sponsoring the attendance of all 

Planners that register for this event. This is a fantastic opportunity for planners to attend an 

event, expand their network, and perhaps bring a colleague that would like to experience MPI 

and learn more about membership. 

Suppliers: This is the event of the season to leverage your MPI Membership and make some 

valuable connections!  Book an exhibit space or tabletop for our showcase to get your product 

or service in front of many local planner members and grow your supplier network too!   
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Refresh, Re-Ignite, and Rejuvenate!

Click HERE to 
REGISTER NOW!

MPI BC Chapter is kicking off 

the Year with the September 

Schmooze! 

September 19th 2017 

The Sutton Place Hotel 

Vancouver 

5PM-8PM

https://www.eply.com/MPIBCChapter2017SeptemberSchmooze1992417/signin
https://www.suttonplace.com/hotels/sutton-place-hotel-vancouver-van


MPI BC CHAPTER 
WANTS YOUR INPUT

We're running a survey to better serve our membership and would love your 

input. Please take a minute to answer 5 questions for the chance to win BOSE 

Quiet Comfort Wireless Headphones compliments of Las Vegas CVA

Take the Survey for a chance to win BOSE Quiet Comfort 
Wireless Headphones compliments of Las Vegas CVA ! 
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A big thanks to YOU for 
Participating! Your feedback is 

appreciated!

Thank you to Las Vegas CVA for 
Sponsoring this Survey!

Click HERE to Take the Survey!

http://www.lvcva.com/
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/97JGR9V
http://www.lvcva.com/


2017 EVENT 
TRENDS  Will Curran

Hello Endless

When creating an event experience, you want it to be a memorable, unique and amazingly 

awesome. That’s where this year’s 2017 Event Trends roundup comes in. Add these new 

technologies, strategies and activities into your planning as early as now to stay ahead of the 

curve. Don’t forget to use our free event planning checklist and make your life 10x easier when 

encorporating these trends. So you might be wondering what are the top trends? Well, here

they are: 

1. Share Event Experiences With Anyone, 

    Anywhere Through Mixed Reality 

2. Make The Physical Feel Digital Via On- 

    Demand Services, Touch Tech, and More 

3. Increase Engagement Via Artificial                   

    Intelligence 

2017 Event Trends That Will Grant Your Events An Edge Next Year!
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So now you know the trends, let’s dive deep into each one and hear from 
industry experts on why each is such a huge trend. 

Additional realities: AR and VR 

One of the downsides of live events is that people have to be there to experience it. While 

this does create a unique experience for the attendees, wouldn’t it be better if people 

could be attendees no matter where they were? That’s where mixed reality comes in.

Mixed reality, where people where physical and digital objects co-exist and interact in real 

time, is one of the newest trends in the events industry. Through augmented reality (AR) and 

virtual reality (VR), people will be able to walk through the venues as if they were physically 

there. These two technologies are going to rapidly become mainstream in the next few years 

(especially with the launch of technologies like Bridge and Structure), making them a must 

have for future events. With the cost of experience VR dropping with the release of 

technologies such as Google’s Daydream VR, it’s becoming easier for everyone to try VR. Let’s 

just hope it doesn’t become like the novel, Ready Player One.

4. Deliver Exemplary Event Experiences 

5. Make Better Decisions Through Real- Time Data 

6. Let Participants Run The Show 

7. Hold Events In Non-Traditional Locations 

8. Leave A Positive Message 

9. Create Personalized Experiences

1.



Livestreaming is everywhere now (you can even do it in 4K). EventMB also had this one on their 

2017 event trends guide, for good reason, this is going to be everywhere! For those who do not 

have access to VR equipment, they can tune into live event broadcasts courtesy of drones 

equipped with 4K cameras. Drone streaming is another trend that we expect to see next year, 

paired with the live broadcast features of social media sites such as Facebook Live and 

Instagram Live. This will let events achieve game-changing, full-360 degree streaming before 

2017 ends. We’ll talk more about live tech in the next section. 

Live streaming via drones
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Virtual meetings 

On-demand services 

On the flip side, technology is also making physical experiences feel more digital. The 

sharing economy lets people access services on-demand, making them as simple as 

tapping on your phone. Events now have multiple concurrent tracks that let attendees go 

in and out with ease, just like browsing websites. Technology becomes part of everyday 

objects, making them smarter and more interactive.

By tapping on-demand services like Uber and AirBnb, event organizers can use crowd- 

powered services to gain ideas, solutions and services to bolster participation and 

engagement in events. Event managers and suppliers can use on-demand services to 

deliver better service at a lower cost.

Virtual meetings will allow people to attend events remotely as if they were there in person. 

Right now that is done with cameras and the same live stream technologies avaliable today 

but what if the experience could be more immersive? The same set of options available to 

regular attendees will also be made available to them, through the power of real-time 

technologies such as the Microsoft Hololens. 

Which begs the question: how will people actually interact with each other in a virtual event? 

This can be done through personalized avatars as demonstrated this year by Facebook. 

Instead of tiny images and icons, you’ll be able to convey physical movement and even facial 

expressions. We imagine it would be like those holograms in Star Wars, but even more 

interactive.

2.



While big conferences already offer multiple tracks to cater to their diverse audience, smaller 

events will soon be able to do the same. In addition to participation in different sessions,

devices like NFC and RFID cards will also give guests access to specific content. Want to learn 

more about RFIDs and NFC? Check out our episode 14 of #EventIcons where we interview 

Anthony Palermo, the godfather of RFID at events.

Choose your own adventure
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Touch tech 

Personal concierge 

The past year has seen the rise in awareness and usage of artificial intelligence or AI. 

Apple’s Siri, Microsoft’s Cortana, and Amazon’s Alexa are just three of a legion of AI 

assistants that people can use everyday. Needless to say, these same AI can be tapped to 

provide an added boost to events when it comes to personalization.

Another awesome idea we shared with EventMB’s 2017 event trends guide. We also drew 

inspiration from Inbound 2016, and the launch of Hubspot’s Growthbot, which is a chatbot 

designed to be your personal marketing concierge. Artificial intelligence draws its power 

from the cloud and the crowd, where it learns by observing questions and responses of 

millions of users. Not only can an AI deliver information on-demand, it can also provide it 

even before you need it. On top of that, artificial intelligence can act as a personal 

concierge since it can process voice commands and even reply just like a human does. 

Expect a sassy remark or two in your future AI interactions.

Virtual event assistants 
Event managers can use an AI as a digital event assistant that can help with anything from 

registration to budgeting. This helps event professionals build lean teams that can focus on 

improving attendee experience instead of drudging through backroom operations.

Physical products are poised to make a comeback in the 2017 event trends. Event engagement 

will be enhanced by tangible items that on-site attendees can actually touch and hold. 

Dubbed “touch tech”, these items are simple but smart, like Snapchat’s Spectacles which lets 

you take first-person videos through your sunglasses instead of your phone. All we ask is that 

the touch tech is better than the Touchbar on the new Macbook Pros) 

3.

Continue Reading HERE!

http://helloendless.com/2017-event-trends/


Kelsey Acres - President 
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MPI BC Chapter would like to 
thank the MPI BCiT Executives 
for their support and initiative. 

We look forward to working closely 
to grow MPI! 

Anna Almonte - VP of Operations

Melissa Long - VP of Events

Elva Su - VP of Events

Himadri Joshi - PhotographerDaniella Potesta - Creative Director

Nathan Seto - VP of Communications

MPI BCIT 
STUDENT CHAPTER
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Are you interested in becoming a Mentor?

Why a Mentorship Program?

As a new year begins, so do new ideas. This year's student chapter board is excited to introduce 

the brand new MPI BCIT Mentorship Program.  

MPI BCIT has one central goal: Prepare student members to enter the industry by storm. 

MPI BCIT has many different strategies to achieve this goal. The MPI BCIT Mentorship Program 

is a strategy that will connect our students with industry professionals that can help educate 

and provide them with advice, and real experience.  

"I began my experience at BCIT September of 2016. I entered the Tourism Management 

Diploma program, not knowing what I wanted to do with that education. I knew the Tourism 

industry interested me without knowing what it had to offer.  

I joined MPI BCIT as a first year, which was not entirely common. Even so, I wanted to feel a part 

of something as I was not much for clubs in secondary school. Quickly I was provided the 

opportunity to volunteer with the BC Chapter.  

Through my involvement with the chapter, I have met some truly amazing people. You all know 

who you are, and I can't thank you enough for all you have taught me! Though I was not 

connected through a mentorship program, I have grown so much from these connections.  

What I value most is my stronger sense of confidence. I know I speak for a lot of students when I 

say that the real world intimidates me. Although we are adults, we don't entirely know what is 

out there for us. Talking to industry professionals introduced me to what tourism really is. 

Although it may not seem like a big deal to you, just a few hours can make a world of a 

difference to us students! 

Whether it be a phone call, meeting for a coffee, job shadowing, or educating through 

experience, I strongly encourage you to become a volunteer mentor this year." 

Kelsey Acres  If you are interested, please contact mpibcitconnect@gmail.com

STUDENT MENTORSHIP 
PROGRAM



CORPORATE EVENT 
PLANNING Eagle's Flight

Corporate events are great opportunities to promote team building, increase employee

engagement, and learn new skills. However, planning corporate events can be a harrowing 

experience. Making sure your organizational goals are met while staying under budget and 

keeping your audience engaged can be a challenge. Creating a unique corporate event is a 

great way to boost engagement, but it’s certainly riskier than sticking to tried-and-true 

methods. So how can you create an interesting corporate event—without losing your job?

How to Plan a Unique Corporate Event Without Losing Your Job 
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Traditional vs. Outside the Box Ideas
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The community of Meeting Professionals International (MPI) is the largest, most vibrant single 

audience of meeting and event professionals in the world. With 18,500 members across the 

globe, the MPI community offers a world of opportunity to make your brand voice heard. 

The MPI BC Chapter community is 200+ member strong and comprised of powerful decision- 

makers in the meeting industry with buying power of $133 million.  We have the following 

advertising and sponsorship opportunities available. We invite you to take advantage of 

getting your brand connected to our vibrant community. 

For more information on advertising and sponsorship opportunities, please contact Danny 

Lidder, VP of Advertising and Sponsorship at partnerships@mpibcchpater.com

Click here to learn more about becoming a Sponsor!

EXPLORER

ADVERTISING &  
SPONSORSHIP 

https://www.eply.com/Sponsorship201520161516222
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It's the mission of the MPI Foundation to fund education and pan- 

industry research that drives the success of meeting professionals. 

This happens most directly through scholarships to MPI members. 

Membership Scholarships

Professional Development Scholarships

Read more about these great 
opportunities HERE!

Available for new MPI members. 

Covers the cost of a Preferred MPI membership for one 

year. 

Only available to current MPI members in good standing. 

Funding available towards all MPI Academy courses 

(including CMM, HMCC, Experiential Event Series, Meetings 

Essentials, Basics Boot Camp, and more!) 

Only available to current MPI members in good standing. 

Conferences available for funding each year include: WEC, 

EMEC, IMEX America and IMEX Frankfurt. 

Conference Scholarships

MPI SCHOLARSHIPS 
AND GRANTS

http://www.mpiweb.org/docs/default-source/foundation-library/2017-scholarship-info.pdf


MAKE IT WORK : THE 
ZEN OF EVENT PLANNING

Victoria Pynchon

Forbes

Planning meetings and events is a lesson in Zen. The preparation is rigorous and extensive, but 

there is only so much of that you can do. At one point or another, the attendees get there, the

caterer has an emergency, or the venue floods and you just have to set your expectations free 

and think on your feet. 

Making it work, and striving for excellence is a huge part of every business woman's life. After 

20 years in the meetings industry, it’s a concept that is at the root of everything I do. 
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Meeting and Events Misconceptions
There are a lot of misconceptions about the meetings and events industry.  To outsiders, event 

planning must appear be too much fun to also be hard work. Take it from an expert. We are 

not party planners.  Women attending meetings and events are not there to enjoy the 

complementary shrimp and score a goodie-filled bling bag. 

Networking at events lays the groundwork for serious business deals, some of which are 

actually signed and sealed right there in the exhibit hall. The adage meetings mean business 

might sound like a cliché, but it's the absolute truth of the matter.

This was my motto long before the ever-dapper Tim Gunn coined it on 

Project Runway. Although, I must admit he sounds a lot better saying 

it then I do. I don’t know one successful meeting planner or any other 

professional, who hasn't found herself in a do-or-die, make-it-work 

situation. And the people who make the final cut find a way to roll 

with the punches.



The meetings and events industry is responsible for $458 billion of the country’s gross domestic 

product. It employs 1.7 million people in the United States alone. This often overlooked industry 

has a more significant economic impact than the automotive manufacturing and air 

transportation industries. 

Even in the digital age, business keep circling back to the importance of face-to-face contact 

with their prospective customers and clients. They want to see a smile and feel the strength of 

a prospective partner's handshake. That is what the meetings and events industry is all about. 

Even if you don’t leave a gathering with a check in your pocket, or the promise of one in the 

mail, we've created the environment you need to make connections and open the doors of 

opportunity. 

A $450+ Billion Industry 
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The Devil in the Details
With that in mind, you would be surprised to hear how the importance of small details is 

amplified in this industry. What might seem trivial to attendees can threaten the ruin of an 

entire convention. 

On the day of an important event, name badges without neck cords were delivered to an 

associate of mine.  This might not seem like a world-shattering problem, but name badges 

at meetings are vital. She immediately deployed her staff to every hardware store in a ten- 

mile radius to snap up all the cords in town. 



I don't know a single professional who hasn't faced a similar Technological Armageddon. At 

Smart Meetings we use Certain Software to manage our events department.  Their event 

management technology allows us to be more accurate, precise and efficient in everything 

that we do. Because it is a hosted program, there's no danger of our data being wiped out. 

Planning meetings, working with meeting planners, and writing about meetings and events 

has required the implementation of every business skill I've ever learned. There has been one 

constant over time - showing up every day to put in the time and dedication necessary to 

succeed. 

In my opinion, flex time is a myth and part-time an endangered species. We live in an age 

where "time off" is earned with blood, sweat and tears. That being the case, it's absolutely 

necessary to love what you do. Because in the absence of passion, you'll never be able to do 

what's necessary to Make It Work! 

Technology 

A more thrilling tale comes from another colleague in the industry.  At three in the morning of 

event-day, her entire hard drive was wiped just as she was finalizing appointments for upwards 

of 150 attendees.  Everything she'd prepared for the next day’s 15-hour event was gone. 

Panicked but calm, she called her company’s IT guy, left a message, and only then burst into 

tears. Wiping them away, she called her mother and started surfing Craig’s List for a new job. 

Then reason set back in. She pulled it together and began rebuilding what she had lost. 

Eventually, the IT guy called her back and together they restored the lost materials, just before 

the conference opened. 

When Everything Goes Wrong . . . 
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Make sure to follow MPI British Columbia Chapter on social media! Find out 

about all of our amazing events, keep up with industry trends, and get the scoop 

on exciting chapter news!

Visit our Facebook Page HERE!

Visit our Linkedin Profile HERE!

Visit our Instagram HERE!

Got feedback for our social media and newsletter? 

communications@mpibcchapter.com
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Visit our Twitter Page HERE!

FOLLOW MPI 

BRITISH COLUMBIA

https://www.facebook.com/MPIBC/
https://www.linkedin.com/company-beta/1421210/?pathWildcard=1421210
https://www.instagram.com/mpibcchapter/?hl=en
https://twitter.com/mpibcchapter?lang=en


WE DESIGN EVENTS

TO CREATE

OPPORTUNITIES

THAT CREATE

INTERACTION

The Devil in the Details
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